
Back Ground

Greater Clark Co. Schools (GCCS) is 
located in Southern Indiana along the Ohio 
River and across from Louisville, KY. The 
district is the largest in the county and 
operates 20 different schools with over 
10,000 attending students. 

Business Challenges

•

• Routine vehicle maintenance was not 
tracked efficiently and as a result it was 
becoming more difficult to manage 
monthly vehicle services.

• Restricted areas were not monitored
and the school risked having a GCCS
marked vehicle show up in these
locations.

• Vehicle fleet driving habits remained a
mystery to school administrators. Any
school bus or marked GCCS vehicle
represented the school dist. to the
public. They were worried that bad
driving habits would hurt the school's
reputation and present a safety hazard.

• Monitor driver fuel usage in order to
deter misuse and theft.

Greater Clark County Schools

Vehicle GPS Tracking makes life easier for 
administrators and ensures safety.

Greater Clark County Schools (GCCS) is one of the largest school 
districts in Southern Indiana. They border the Ohio river directly 
across from Louisville, KY, which has a population of approx. 1.1 
million. More then 10,000 students currently attend the 20 GCCS 
schools throughout the county with a bus fleet of 90 buses and almost 
40 support vehicles. 

Supporting such a large number of vehicles had become a problem 
when the school identified they had little insight into the whereabouts 
of it's support fleet. 

Chad Schenck, Chief Operating Officer at GCCS spearheaded the 
effort to streamline the schools current assets. In his efforts, he 
selected Motus Tracking Solutions to evaluate and provide a solution 
that would address the following issues:

• Maintenance on fleet vehicles were kept on computers but needed
to be manually updated throughout the month. The entire system
was dependent upon an employee accurately inputing information
into the system and not leaving important information out.

• All GCCS vehicles are marked, either with a bus number or the
GCCS icon on the side of the car. The public can immediately
identify the vehicle at GCCS and there was a concern that a
school vehicle in the wrong area might cause public concern.

• Many activities that GCCS conducted brought their vehicles
through speed sensitive areas. Managers had no way of knowing
their drivers abilities or habits when driving through these areas.
Sometimes concerned citizens would call in to complain about
speeding drivers. There was no way to confirm a drivers actions or
provide remedial training since consistent tracking was not being
done.

• GCCS has 2 fuel depots for vehicles located on each end of the
district. Managers wanted the ability to be more precise in the
monitoring capability of drivers and their fuel usage to deter fuel
theft.
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After identifying these issues GCCS asked Motus Track to provide them a comprehensive outline of how 
to solve these issues in the most efficient way. Taking into consideration the school districts concerns, 
resources and budget a solution was created that allowed the administrators to gain the operational 
insight they previously lacked. 

Solutions & Results

Motus worked along side Chad Schenck and Jeff Brooks, the districts maintenance director. Together 
the following solutions were identified and put into action.

Vehicle GPS Tracking & Maintenance

Motus installed GPS devices on the 40 
GCCS maintenance vehicles which allowed the 
monitoring of location and maintenance 
information. Location tracking allowed managers 
to remotely monitor the whereabouts of their 
techs allowing them to dispatch to job site more 
efficiently. Maintenance events such as oil 
changes, tire rotations, routine inspections, etc. 
are now tracked via the Motus Track web portal 
with alerts notifying key personnel when action is 
needed. 

Shortly after installation, administrators 
noticed several areas in their workflow where 
efficiency could be improved. Insight into the 
location of each technician and current projects 
increased. This allowed managers to increase 
productivity while reducing employee and 
maintenance costs. 

Geo-fencing Areas of Concern

Every city has areas that are deemed 
either unsafe or unsavory and the cities within 
the Louisville Metro area are no different. 
GCCS wanted to make sure that school 
vehicles, especially those that are marked with 
the GCCS logo, were held to a high level of 
scrutiny. Administrators wanted to know if or 
when school vehicles visited previously 
identified areas throughout the city. 

Motus worked with GCCS identify 
troubled areas and then create geo-fences 
around those areas. Geo-fences are shapes on 
a map that activate an alert when a vehicle 
passes through them. Managers can be alerted 
as soon as a vehicle enters these areas by 
receiving a text message, email, in-app alert or 
as part of their weekly reporting schedule.  
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Less than Great Driving

GCCS realized that some driver speeding 
was just a part of peoples commute. However, 
when a speeding driver could represent the face 
of an entire school district, it carries much more 
weight. The district wanted to ensure that 
drivers were obeying the traffic laws and 
presenting themselves in the best possible light 
to the public. 

Motus Track helped set up a program 
that allowed managers to monitor driver's 
behaviors in close to real-time. Managers were 
able to quickly and accurately see if a driver was 
speeding, breaking or accelerating aggressively. 
Map data showed the exact locations of events 
allowing managers to provide remedial training 
for drivers. The word quickly spread throughout 
the fleet and drivers became more conscious of 
their driving behaviors. Speeding events 
declined rapidly allowing GCCS to create one of 
the safest fleets in the area.

Fuel Monitoring

As with any large vehicle fleet the concern 
of fuel misuse or theft is always present. GCCS 
has 2 fuel depots located on each end of the 
district for drivers to use. Up till now there was 
limited insight on how the fuel was being used. 
The fact that fuel was being used for other then 
school sponsored events had happened in the 
past. The district wanted to  make sure that their 
resources were being used properly.

GCCS opted to use the Motus fuel 
monitoring program to solve this problem. This 
allowed managers to identify if a driver filled a 
vehicle that was not assigned to them with fuel. 
The system also identified the type of fuel and if 
more fuel was used than the vehicle could 
contain, an indicator than additional fuel cans are 
being used. 

Managers are now alerted to fuel misuse 
immediately via email and are able to follow up 
on the event. This has ensured that fuel is being 
properly used and that GCCS resources are not 
wasted. 

Wondering how Motus Track can help you? Let’s talk.
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